
UNOFFICIAL Minutes  
AILA Chicago DD liaison meeting with Chicago FOD Kevin Riddle 

May 4, 2022 
   

1. A number of USCIS Field Offices have implemented same-day oath ceremonies, where 
the oath ceremony is carried out the same day as the naturalization interview for 
approvable applications.  Has the Chicago Field Office considered implementing such a 
process?    

  
No. Same day oath ceremonies will not likely happen because the Northern District of IL wants 
jurisdiction over these ceremonies. 
• Notes that in some cases, they will do same day ceremony, but USCIS has to ask for permission 

from court.  
o EX. Significant illness where waiting for an oath ceremony will significantly affect the 

applicant.  
o If someone believes there is a need for a same day oath ceremony, do an 

accommodation request via USCIS’s website:  https://egov.uscis.gov/e-
request/Intro.do 

  
2. What is the process for scheduling Form I-485 interviews following termination of removal 

proceedings and remand of Form I-485 from the Immigration Court to Chicago USCIS?  
 

a. How can practitioners follow up with USCIS to get these cases 
scheduled? (Attempting to submit a request and get a response via the USCIS 
Customer Service Center has proven futile according to our members.)  

 
When the Chicago Office gets a file, they will schedule an interview locally. Recently they have 
been receiving a list of these cases and are in the process of scheduling interviews. The only 
other option is to contact the customer service center. 

 
b. Must practitioners forward any special request with CIS’ Texas Service Center 

(where IJ applications for relief are initially filed and fee’d in) to facilitate CIS 
Chicago interview scheduling? 

  
No, not needed. 
  

3. Several of our members report not receiving receipt notices for PIP Military cases. How 
can we inquire about a military PIP case, with or without a receipt, and that has been 
pending for over 6 months?   

  
Since military PIP is not included on USCIS’s website for processing times, attorneys can submit 
a case inquiry if it has been pending for over 6 months.  
• If there is a receipt number and the case has been pending for over 6 months, submit an e-

request at https://egov.uscis.gov/e-request/Intro.do 
• If there is no receipt number and the case has been pending for over 6 months, you may 

contact Stacey Summers, Customer Service branch chief. Please do not overuse her email. 
  



4. Members have reported attending N-400 interviews where USCIS has reused prior 
biometrics.  Because of this, members report needing to return, in some instances, with 
new passport style photographs after the interview and in other instances not. Is there a 
new policy by USCIS to require new photos for N-400 applicants? If yes, is it across the 
board, only for applicants whose biometrics were reused, or only for applicants whose last 
biometrics were taken X amount of time ago? 

  
Current USCIS policy directs that photographs may be used for 11 yrs and 365 days. New photos 
may be requested if a photo does not meet DOS passport photo requirements. Dept of State 
photo guidelines can be found online.  

  
5. AILA Chicago’s submission of long pending case lists – Do you see ways this is helping 

USCIS to address backlogs?   Do you have any suggestions for better presenting or 
addressing these?  

  
These lists are "kind of" useful. But trying to act upon them may not be feasible. For instance, in 
the last list that was submitted, there were a number of individuals who had already naturalized. 
So, obviously that is unhelpful, but USCIS does review many lists, including long pending cases, 
as the agency has gotten better at generating internal reports. So, at times our lists may be 
somewhat of a duplication, but at the same time, they might call attention to something USCIS is 
not seeing. 
 

 


